
• Tour Cost: €275 - This is the price for your group, not a per person cost. Please note 
below the additional costs for extending the touring time to allow for dining in the 
restaurant Chez Erwan (as well as the associated additional dining costs), or for 
otherwise extending the tour time beyond the standard touring time of 3 hours 12 
minutes.

• Additional Costs: Train Ticket – €10pp  Bike Rental – €30pp

• Meeting time and train times: We will meet at the bike rental store at 8:50AM and take a 
9:58AM train leaving Paris and arriving in Houdan at 10:54AM. We will take a train 
departing from Houdan at 2:06PM and arrive in Paris at 3:02PM. For those wishing to 
extend the touring time to dine in the restaurant or for any other reason, there are trains 
departing from Houdan once every hour at 6 minutes past the top of every hour (i.e. 
3:06PM, 4:06PM etc.). 

• Total round trip train time: 1 hour 52 minutes

• Touring Time: 3 hours 12 minutes from train arrival in Houdan to train departure from 
Houdan

• Distance round trip from bike store to train station: 9km / 5.5 miles

• Touring Distance: 18km / 11 miles from train arrival in Houdan to train departure from 
Houdan

• Total biking distance: 27km / 17 miles

• Level of Difficulty: Easy. The terrain on this tour varies from flat to gently rolling with no 
significant hills (and only a few inclines). This tour is suitable for all levels of cyclists. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you would like to have a picnic lunch on this tour that is an option but 
please note that purchasing picnic lunch food and eating your picnic lunch must be completed 
within the standard 3 hour 12 minute tour time noted in the standard tour logistics. 

However, as long as your are fit and competent cyclists then buying and eating a picnic lunch 
should not be a problem. The terrain on this tour is flat to gently rolling (with no steep hills) and the
touring distance is only 18km / 11 miles so given that the standard touring time is just over 3 hours 
then even if cycling non-stop it should not be a problem to cycle the full distance of this tour in 
about 2 hours, more or less (this assumes you can cycle at the very reasonable pace of 10km per 
hour / 6-7 miles per hour). Thus, you would be left with an additional hour (more or less) at your 
disposal. 



For those who do not wish to have a picnic lunch, nor dine in the restaurant I have proposed, you 
may be wondering ''Gee, if it only takes 2 hours to complete this tour then what will I do with the 
additional hour''? Don't worry, I've got options for you. First of all, you may wish to cyle at a casual 
pace (or maybe you just aren't an experienced cyclist) and thus there would not be much (if any) 
additional touring time left over. Secondly, the lovely little medieval town of Houdan (where we 
start and end the tour) has several cafés/pastry shops/stores where you can indulge your 
gastronomic curiosity to enjoyably pass any remaining tour time once we arrive there at the end of 
the tour. You can sit back and relax at a café, go to one of its boulangeries (bakeries) and grab some 
tasty pastries to munch on, or wander around and window shop (or do some actual shopping) to 
pleasurably pass time if we happen to arrive back in Houdan and have some extra tour time to use 
up. Or, if your in a ''no food mood'' we can simply ride around areas adjacent to town and pass the 
time with some extra cycling. 

For those who wish to customize this tour to add additional touring time to dine at the 
restaurant I've proposed, or, to simply extend the standard touring time please see the 
information below. 

As noted, the standard tour time for this tour is 3 hour 12 minutes from train arrival in Houdan to 
train departure from Houdan. Trains depart once every hour from Houdan and there is a 
supplemental fee of €35 per hour for additional touring time. The total standard touring distance
is only 18km / 11 miles and if you were cycling non-stop (at a very casual cycling pace) without 
having a picnic lunch or dining in the restaurant it should only take just over 2 hours to complete 
this touring distance. 

I've already mentioned about the option of how to pass any remaining tour time (if desired/needed) 
if you choose to not have a picnic lunch nor dine at the restaurant within the standard tour time 
allowed. So, I know the question you are asking yourself is ''How much is the additional cost for 
dining at the restaurant you've proposed?'' An excellent question, and one to which I can only give 
you an estimate. 

Let me do my best to give you the best answer I can to that question. If you cycle at a 
reasonable/casual pace then it should only be necessary to extend the standard touring time by one 
hour to allow you sufficient time to dine in the restaurant. Thus, the supplemental fee you would 
pay to extend the standard tour time to allow you to dine in the restauarant would be €35, 
meaning the total touring time would be 4 hours 12 minutes and the tour cost would be €310 
(vs. the standard tour cost of €275). It should also be noted that tour participants pay for their
own meal costs (your dining costs are not included in the tour price) so you should factor your
per person meal costs into your calculations when determining your total estimated tour cost.

This leads (I'm sure) to your next question, which is ''How much will it cost me to dine in the 
restaurant?'' A very good question, indeed. Since the restaurant has no website, and only a 
Facebook page with no hours nor menu info, then I will give you essential info to help you decide if
dining in this restaurant is an option which would suit you/your group. If you have certain food 
allergies or you require special menu requests then this is not a good restaurant option for 
you. Special requests at this restaurant will not be accommodated. This is a very ''meat and 
potatoes'' type of restaurant (literally). There are no vegetables nor salad so do not expect these food
items. You will be served a side dish of potatoes with your main course. The name of the restaurant 
is Chez Erwan and it is located in the little village of Bourdonné, west of Paris. You can click on the
following link below to see a video exposé of this restaurant. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRlmwChq1uk

You can click the link below to check the Chez Erwan Facebook page. 

https://www.facebook.com/chezerwanofficiel

Also, it should be noted that the restaurant Chez Erwan is closed on Wednesdays and Sundays. 
The hours noted on google and various restaurant review websites note that it is open from Noon to 
11:30PM (excluding Wednesday and Sunday). There are websites that show the menu that is posted 
outside the restaurant and so below I will provide a link to one such website where a photo of the 
menu was taken on January 30, 2023. Obviously the menu is in French so you'll need the help of 
google translate if you can't read French:

https://restaurantguru.com/Chez-Erwan-Bourdonne/menu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRlmwChq1uk

